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Andrew R. Martin

A Voice of Steel through the
Iron Curtain: Pete Seeger’s
Contributions to the Development
of Steel Band in the United States

[I]t seems probable that the steel drum is destined to spread through still other
parts of the world than the West Indies, perhaps in each country adapting itself to
local popular-folk traditions.
Pete Seeger

The legendary singer, political activist, and folklorist Pete Seeger played
an important but little-known role in encouraging steel-band activity in
the United States. In the first part of the twenty-first century, the steeldrum sound has firmly asserted itself on a global scale as the signifying
musical voice of the Caribbean. Steel bands have become increasingly
popular in school curriculums throughout the United States. Seeger’s
contributions to the development of the Trinidadian steel drum in the
United States are vast in scope and significant in their reach. Exploring
Seeger’s activities within the early steel-band movement in America,
including the love of calypso music that steered him toward the culture
of Trinidad, illuminates the important effect steel bands had on Seeger.
By focusing on Seeger’s work with the US Navy Steel Band (hereafter USNSB), presenting largely unpublished personal correspondence
Andrew R. Martin, Ph.D., is associate professor of music at Inver Hills College,
Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota, where he teaches courses in music and directs
the African Drum and Dance ensemble and Steel Drum band. Research areas
include intersections between American and Caribbean music, steel-pan music
and musicians, and popular and folk music and musicians during the Cold War.
Martin has published widely on the above topics and is currently finishing the
forthcoming monograph, Pan-America: Exotica, Carnival, and the Development of
Steel Band in the United States.
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between Seeger and the group’s founder, Admiral Daniel Gallery, this
essay illustrates Seeger in action, offering a case study in which Seeger
employs his unique skills as a folklorist, political activist, and musician.

Steel Drums, Politics, and Pedagogy
The steel drum (sometimes called steel pan) is a tuned idiophone created out of fifty-five-gallon oil barrels that originated on the Caribbean
island of Trinidad in the late 1930s. Ensembles of steel drums called “steel
bands” feature a variety of instruments ranging from high-pitch single
steel drums to low-pitched sets of steel drums. Steel bands, like western
classical orchestra, are broken into four to six sections that collectively
cover soprano, alto, tenor, and bass tonal ranges. The music and organization of steel bands descend directly from bamboo-stomping ensembles
known as Tamboo Bamboo, which provided parade music for lower-class
Afro-Trinidadians during Carnival. Practitioners moved from Tamboo
Bamboo to paint cans, biscuit tins, and other types of metal containers
before settling on oil drums. The United States had, since the Roosevelt
administration’s “land for destroyers” program, positioned a military
base on Trinidad and used or discarded oil drums were abundant.1
	At the time of Seeger’s initial interest in steel drums, steel bands in
Trinidad ranged from 10 to 50 players, while current Trinidadian steel
bands often exceed 100 players. Building a steel drum is a laborious process, plagued by the idiosyncratic layout of notes and the temperamental
metal playing surface. The oil drums must be cut and heated, the surfaces
sunk with a hammer, and individual notes outlined and hammered with
a nail punch on the concave surface. The Trinidadian steel-band climate
of the 1950s was largely driven by rivalry among neighborhood groups of
young men, and techniques for building steel drums were closely guarded
secrets. Unemployed lower-class Trinidadians spent years toiling in panyards refining the instrument.2 As steel bands gained in popularity among
the middle class, the social plights of lower-class steel panists, steel-band
repertoire, and steel-drum tuners (builders) became political issues. These
concerns included high unemployment and dilapidated road and sewer
conditions in neighborhoods such as Laventille and San Juan, and the AfroTrinidadian political party PNM (People’s National Movement) employed
steel panists to mobilize and campaign around them.3
The well-known politics of folksinger Pete Seeger, conversely, need
little introduction. Seeger’s involvement with the American Communist Party from roughly 1942 to 1950, along with his outspoken antiwar
sentiments, led to an entertainment industry blacklist. Although never
fully accepted by the American Communist Party brass, Seeger was
nonetheless motivated by elements of the party’s mission and spoke
out constantly as a labor activist and peace advocate. Increasingly dis-
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enchanted with the organizational instability of the Communist Party,
Seeger campaigned for Progressive Party candidate Henry Wallace in
1948. Seeger—following in the footsteps of other activist-artists, such
as Langston Hughes in 1953—was subpoenaed in 1955 by the House
Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC). In the spring of 1957 he
won on appeal an overturn of his conviction for “contempt of Congress”
and the accompanying one-year prison sentence. Regardless, the HUAC
trials greatly impacted Seeger’s career during the 1950s and 1960s and
altered the course of his life thereafter.4
Seeger’s influence on the development of steel band in America transcends his public persona as a folksinger, organizer, and political activist, an issue that becomes highlighted in his unlikely collaboration with
Admiral Gallery and the USNSB during the heart of Seeger’s HUAC
trials. Seeger had many successes as a solo artist and with the Weavers
during the 1950s; however, he also saw the consequences of his political affiliations slowly strangle his career. As he was increasingly blacklisted by major US performance venues, steel-band advocacy emerged as
one of many side projects that occupied Seeger during this time. Seeger
also shifted some of his energy to civil rights issues and folkloric preservation and dissemination projects, such as “how to build and play”
manuals for the banjo, steel drum, and many other instruments. Seeger
conceived of several of these projects while touring the world with his
family in 1955–56. Seeger made stops in Japan, Asia, and India, then
worked his way westward to Africa, Latin America, and the Caribbean,
before ultimately heading back the United States. Seeger, his family in
tow, absorbed the local culture and music in each locale. Moreover, he
regularly performed on the tour and relied on the income from concertizing to pay for the enormous transportation costs.
	One of the last legs of the world tour was a stop in Trinidad. Seeger
was already familiar with Trinidadian steel bands and calypso music, but
the timing of his visit placed him directly in the midst of a cultural and
musical revolution. By 1956 Trinidad and Tobago, a colony of Britain, was
poised to become an independent nation and lower-class Trinidadians
used steel bands to establish a collective identity and to protest against
the colonial government. The Trinidadian steel-band movement was
more than simply a musical movement and Trinidadian scholar Kim
Johnson suggests that steel band was an aspect of ethnicity and national
identity in addition to being a serious, modern art form.5 The dichotomy
of the Trinidadian steel-band movement’s construction of social identity
and artistic development intrigued Seeger, and he became interested in
exploring its transferability to US culture.
Seeger’s visit to Trinidad gave the folksinger the opportunity to film
steel bands and inspired him to create a “how-to” manual for building steel
drums, written in the spring of 1956 and later expanded and published in
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1964. In Steel Drums, How to Make and Play Them: An Instructional Manual,
Seeger comprehensively documented the entire process of making steel
drums, including instructions and examples of traditional folk tunes appropriate to arrange and play with steel-drum ensembles (see fig. 1).
While in Trinidad, Seeger collaborated with Trinidadian steel panist
Kim Loy Wong, whose influence heavily flavors the pedagogical steelband arrangements featured in the manual. The manual contains several
transcriptions of steel-band arrangements made by Wong for Folkways
recording projects. The corresponding liner notes of the three Folkways
recordings include notated snippets of the actual steel-band arrangements
heard on the recordings. The transcriptions found in Seeger’s 1964 published version of the manual contain full-band steel-band arrangements
as well as their individual parts extracted for practice and performance.
The surprisingly rich, in-depth pedagogical aspect of the manual allows
Seeger to display a mastery of the steel-band genre throughout the prose.
His keen musician’s ear and analytical study of musical form, harmony,

Figure 1. Mimeograph copy of
Seeger’s original
steel drum manual
(1956).
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style, and rhythms of steel-band music explain the ease and accuracy with
which Seeger transcribed the steel-band tunes he heard in the Hi-landers
panyard in Port of Spain, Trinidad. Kim Loy Wong and most Trinidadian
steel-band arrangers have an aural understanding of music; most are not
literate in music notation. Seeger had to transcribe the arrangements directly from his field recordings in order to copy the parts down into sheet
music for the manual. This type of transcription, a staple of contemporary
1950s ethnomusicologists, is a remarkably tedious and time-consuming
enterprise, and Seeger’s success becomes all the more impressive considering the challenges of discerning and transcribing the multiple melodic
voices and composite rhythmic layering of steel-band music.
	Early steel-band music, much like the blues or jazz, adheres to a set
of musical conventions and Seeger extracted and standardized a set of
accompaniment rhythms intended as a template for orchestrating and
arranging new tunes. Seeger outlines the process and supplies the tools
by which one could simply transfer the stock rhythms into new keys and
situations. The intended result is that, with minimal effort, an interested
steel-band novice can produce steel-band arrangements in the appropriate musical style and rhythmic style regardless of skill level and genre
understanding. The “standard” rhythms are very much consistent with
traditional rhythms commonly utilized in the Trinidadian steel-band
genre; however, the pedagogical tradition of Trinidadian steel-band arranging is an oral one. Considering this nonwestern method of steel-band
pedagogy in Trinidad, Seeger’s efforts to systematically isolate and transcribe the rhythmic elements are some of the earliest known examples
of written pedagogical steel-band arranging techniques (see fig. 2).
The main accompaniment parts in a
steel band are usually played by the
second pans and the cello pans,
using this rhythm:

Or this rhythm

The bass pans may play this:

Or this:

The conga, maracas, and cowbell each have their own traditional pattern:
Conga

Figure 2. Standard
rhythmic patterns
for percussion as
transcribed by
Seeger.

Maracas
Cowbell
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Seeger pairs the bass steel drum and “engine room” (percussion section) instruments, together illustrating their rhythmic integrity by charting the layering and overlapping of individual parts. Seeger provides six
basic rhythmic patterns for bass steel-drum rhythmic accompaniment
upon which all traditional Trinidadian calypso and steel-band music
is based, and suggests that the reader experiment with these “basic”
patterns in his or her own arranging as a matter of course. Most early
American steel-band arrangements, such as the Tchaikovsky example in
figure 4, tend to adhere to these rhythmic interlocking patterns. Seeger’s
method for arranging steel-band tunes can be used as a mechanism to
transcribe and understand the recordings and music of the USNSB and
other early American steel bands.
Steel-band arrangements, along with instruction on how to build steel
drums, comprise a significant portion of Seeger’s steel-drum manual.
Seeger also attempts to further his social mission by pushing for cultural
sensitivity throughout the pages of his instructional manual. Seeger fills
the prose with both subtle and at other times pointed comments discussing cultural history and social philosophy. For instance, he offers the following comments to introduce the Tchaikovsky arrangement: “Trained
musicians who think that some music such as this should better be left
to orchestras having violin sections, brasses, and reeds should reflect on
what is known as the process of acculturation.”6
Tchaikovsky and Elvis are as “traditional” as calypso and West African Shango ritual songs when it comes to steel-band repertoire and
Seeger pounced on the opportunity to discuss the cultural heritage of an
instrument and its repertoire. Seeger’s remarks in this passage trumpet
the complexity of steel-band music and challenge head-on the prevailing attitudes and preconceptions of Americans in terms of folk and/
or nonwestern vernacular music. Simply put, most US listeners of the
1950s and 1960s could only perceive of the steel band as playing calypsostyle music and road marches. In reality, Trinidadians had been playing
arrangements of Bach and other European composers for decades in a
style known as “bomb” tunes and Seeger, having heard first-hand these

Figure 3. Bass pan rhythmic patterns as transcribed by Seeger.
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Ping-Pong

2nd Pan

Cello

Bass

Conga

Maracas

(continue throughout)

Figure 4. Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto #1, arranged by Wong as transcribed by
Seeger.
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arrangements of the classics during his time in Trinidad, attempted to
showcase the full abilities of the steel band in the arrangements included
in the steel-drum manual.7
Currently, the out-of-print “how-to” manual survives in only a scant
number of private and public libraries throughout the United States. Yet
the manual was an influential guide for steel-band arrangers in secondary education, colleges, and universities, community-based educators,
and early steel-band agents such as Admiral Gallery. Moreover, the steeldrum manual was an invaluable resource for early steel-band leaders in
higher education and the vitality and spark of the university steel-band
movement in the 1970s was fueled by Seeger and his manual. In this
sense, we should not overlook the manual’s influence when evaluating
Seeger’s contributions to the development of steel band in the United
States. The practical value of Seeger’s manual and its ability to illustrate
the style and method by which Trinidadian steel-band arrangers constructed their arrangements in the late 1950s and early 1960s ranks as
equal to any of his other ethnomusicological endeavors of the time.

Seeger Meets Calypso
The postwar 1950s witnessed many significant cultural developments
including the birth of rock and roll, the calypso and exotica crazes, and
several dances crazes (the Limbo and the Twist, for example).8 During
this period, the budding airline industry was spreading its wings and US
tourists were becoming increasingly interested in the Caribbean Islands
as exotic vacation destinations. The US entertainment and travel industries capitalized on this interest by creating music, films, and advertisements saturated with postwar US hegemonic visions of island bliss and
happiness while simultaneously suppressing the postcolonial suffering
and harsh realities of unemployment and political disenfranchisement
plaguing many island residents. For their part, steel-band music and
calypso had the unique ability to inspire accurate geographical associations of Trinidad without the political baggage of Trinidadians; in the
case of many Americans, steel-band music and calypso inspired visions
of an exotic paradise without the taxing association of the nuclear family
and grind of everyday US suburban life.
Seeger discovered calypso, a traditional Trinidadian protest-song genre,
during the early 1940s, and the genre has remained an integral part of
the folklorist’s performing oeuvre ever since.9 Like several Caribbean
folk-music styles before it, such as the rumba, calypso is a vernacular
music style that was momentarily adopted, altered, and exploited by
the commercial forces of US popular music during the late 1940s and
1950s. Seeger appreciated Trinidadian calypso for its rich protest tradition and no doubt must have enjoyed seeing the style’s use of song as a
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medium for social change. He was also cautious and knew all too well the
fate of exploited folk-music styles once their usefulness to the American
mainstream waned. Seeger witnessed this process during the rise and
subsequent fall of the Almanac Singers in 1943 as well as the Andrews
Sisters’ adaptation of the calypso hit “Rum and Coca Cola” in 1945. He
despised the calculated way in which US record companies stripped traditional musical styles of meaning and Seeger felt that the music industry
exploited calypso music and ignored its sense of social satire.10
In his collection of writings, The Incomplete Folksinger (1972), Seeger
identified calypso music as critical to the identity of Trinidad, lamenting that “the Island [Trinidad] exports petroleum products, foodstuffs,
Angostura bitters, and Calypso music.”11 Yet, despite the export of its
heritage product, the Trinidadian calypso music known to Pete Seeger
was markedly different in lyrics, meaning, and image from the calypso
music fad created by Harry Belafonte with the 1956 release of his Calypso album. Fundamentally based on traditions of social and political
commentary, Trinidadian calypso is integrally important to the AfroTrinidadian people of this culture. Belafonte’s “Manhattan” style of calypso is starkly different from its Trinidadian predecessor and can be
characterized as calypso stripped of confrontational and lascivious lyrical content.12 It displays the same sanitized “easy-to-listen” format that
so aptly transformed African American gospel quartets into doo-wop
throughout the 1950s and the contextual dichotomy, and resulting friction, was not lost on Seeger.13
Seeger developed a passion for calypso during the early 1940s and
began singing these songs at his concerts. Examples of his calypso singing date back to the World War II era when Seeger was in the US Army.
In 1942 Private First Class Seeger found himself singing as the only
available entertainment on a military transport ship steaming toward
the South Pacific.14 Seeger performed nightly throughout the two-week
journey and sang calypso tunes such as “Roosevelt in Trinidad” and
“Sly Mongoose,” as well as Latin, blues, and pop songs, and he “even
made up a few songs.” The breadth of young Seeger’s folk-music repertoire was impressive, and by the early 1950s Seeger had some 300 songs
committed to memory and hundreds more preserved in notebooks and
loose bits of paper.15
Seeger was drawn to the social and political discourse present in Trinidadian calypso songs, and following World War II his continued work
with Trinidadian calypso music came while working for People’s Songs,
the leftist pro-union organization that, among other activities, often organized and promoted calypso concerts in New York. The “Calypso at
Midnight” concerts were part of the “Midnight Special” concert series
run by People’s Songs. The concerts included a collection of leading Trinidadian and New York–based calypsonians intermixed with American
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leftist folksingers. The tenor of the concerts was markedly pro-union and
performers’ lyrics focused their attacks on the political and social issues
of the Caribbean, Caribbean Americans, and other minority groups in
America. The “Calypso at Midnight” concerts took place in 1946 and
concluded with Seeger and Lord Invader (a.k.a. Rupert Grant) singing
the pro–civil rights calypso, “God Made Us All,” which had become a
rallying cry for anticolonial and pro–civil rights crusaders in Trinidad.16
	By the late 1940s Seeger had become one of America’s leading proponents of union singing, and the political rhetoric so traditionally entwined within the nature and history of the Trinidadian calypso genre
resonated with the folksinger. In the late 1940s Seeger encountered audiences unfamiliar with calypso but familiar with Tin Pan Alley songs. The
Tin Pan Alley song era (1890 to 1950) is sometimes known as a “singing”
genre, and many audience members actually sang along with recordings
and live performances.17 To this end, Seeger often sang with his audience
rather than at them, and calypso songs such as “Yankee Dollar” and the
Lord Invader version of “Rum and Coca Cola” were particularly useful
performing tools at the countless union rallies and meetings the folksinger frequented across the United States. Seeger utilized the political
nature of calypso rhetoric to energize and unify his audience (both union
and nonunion) during lulls in evening concerts and rallies.
Seeger also performed calypsos during two stints (1950–53 and 1955–
57) as a member of the folk-music group the Weavers. The group had
quickly garnered national attention with the commercially popular singles
“Goodnight, Irene” and “Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” in 1950 and the group
enjoyed this popularity despite their pro-union affiliations and leftist
political activism. Riding the success of their commercial hits, the Weavers had established a wholesome, clean-cut image. With this look firmly
in place, Seeger carefully implanted calypsos such as “Mary Ann” and
“New York Subway” into the group’s repertoire as a call-to-arms for the
Left, ailing under scrutiny for anti-American and pro-communist sympathies. Furthermore, commercial success allowed the Weavers latitude to
perform pop songs balanced with more radical material such as calypso
and Spanish Civil War songs. Wealthy patrons did not notice and the Left
was enthused.18
	Along with his live concerts and recordings with the Weavers, Seeger
also recorded a small number of calypsos for solo projects during the
1950s. Some of these calypsos were sprinkled throughout various releases but many more went unreleased initially but have since been
released as Seeger’s popularity has continued. One of the more interesting examples of these was “Bimini Gal,” a banjo calypso recorded in
1955 and released on the album Folk Music of Four Continents in 1956.
The commercialized nature of “Bimini Gal” perhaps reflects Seeger’s
love of the light popular tunes of his youth, highlighting the reality
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that Seeger also recorded and performed some Manhattan-style calypso
tunes, something done amid objections from some of his folk-music
colleagues.19 With the passing of the 1950s, the complexity of Seeger’s
professional life and his tangential connections to the American communist movement added a degree of risk and volatility to his choice of
song repertoire for concerts and recordings. Seeger’s dabbling in calypso
music illustrates one way in which he was able to retain his integrity as
a culturally sensitive activist while navigating a path through the commercial music industry that was quickly closing its doors to him as the
pressures of the blacklist increased.

Seeger and Steel Drums
Seeger’s gravitation toward the steel drum and his role as a steel-drum
advocate was in many ways born out of his experience singing calypso
songs. Seeger’s steel-drum work does, however, predate his work with
the USNSB and probably started in earnest during the winter of 1955
when Seeger began regularly performing on a steel drum as part of his
folk instrumental repertoire. Sometime during 1955, Seeger attended
a dance recital by famed Caribbean American dancer Geoffrey Holder
and his dance troupe.20 Holder had recently finished performing as the
lead role in a run of the Caribbean-themed Broadway musical House of
Flowers. Both the recital and musical featured Caribbean music played
by a steel-drum trio and likely served as Seeger’s first experience hearing steel drums.21
In the midst of the calypso craze overtaking the United States during
the 1950s, Seeger certainly had Trinidad on his mind; however, the initial
spark toward an active interest in steel band appears to have been further
prompted by a chance encounter with Dr. Andrew Pearse. An anthropologist committed to the music and culture of Latin America, Pearse
spent most of his life traveling and conducting fieldwork throughout
the Caribbean. Pearse was one of the first scholars to study calypso and
steel-band music in Trinidad. It was Pearse, the white Englishman, who
presented Seeger with a steel drum in 1955. As Seeger explained:
Our enthusiasm ran high when Dr. Andrew Pearse of Trinidad
brought us a first-rate steel drum and gave us direction on making ours. We planned a campaign to introduce the instrument and
methods of making it to U.S. teenagers, with whom, we feel, it
should be very popular since it is a percussive instrument perfectly
suited to many popular folk tunes, mambos, etc., cheap to make
and loud.22
During the lost years of his blacklisting from 1950 to 1967, Seeger sought
alternate venues to channel his advocacy and efforts, and in the midst of
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this persecution the discovery of steel drums gave him a new direction
to channel his creative energy. As an advocate for the music and culture
of Trinidad, Seeger worked in television, film, and audio recordings, as
well as lecturing while performing on college tours in the United States.
He helped to start steel bands at Cornell University, UCLA, Michigan
State University, and in various New York boroughs.
During his personal blacklisting Seeger, an entertainer by trade, was
severely limited in his financial prospects. One venue still available to the
folksinger was the college and university circuit, and so Seeger embarked
on long college tours throughout the United States. Money was limited
for these engagements, often grossing less than twenty-five dollars per
day, and three-week tours would often net negative money unless Seeger
was tight in his budgeting.23 These were, however, artistically fertile years
and Seeger brought a variety of instruments with him on the road. Seeger
describes a typical performance: “I arrived to sing at Cornell [University]
and I had a steel drum with me and I had a mandolin, two kinds of banjoes,
two or three kinds of guitars. It seems that I was a travelling music store.”24
Although Seeger’s fluency on the steel drum was formidable, he never
reached true mastery of the instrument. Seeger continually referred to
himself as a jack of many instruments and a master of none, not even the
banjo. Seeger sought more than simply the mastery of the steel drum;
he brought an aspect of the culture of Trinidad and a hope of unifying
and inspiring young people to his performances on these college tours.
Seeger stated unequivocally that, due to the difficulties of maintaining
dexterity and competence for performing the instrument, he had given
up playing the steel drum by 1977.25 In fact, it remains unclear whether
Seeger was involved with teaching, consulting, or organizing steel bands
much beyond 1964. Regardless, the years 1955 to 1964 clearly witnessed
the bulk of Seeger’s contributions to the development of steel band in the
United States. Beyond these accomplishments, his involvement included
the film Music from Oil Drums, three steel-band album recordings, and
Seeger’s work as a steel-band consultant to the USNSB.

Seeger, Steel Band, and Film:
Music from Oil Drums and Rainbow Quest
It is no secret that the Red Scare of the 1940s and 1950s succeeded more in
compromising the constitutional rights of US citizens and destroying the
careers of public figures than in rooting out threats to national security.
By the mid-1950s Seeger too was feeling the pinch of McCarthy’s anticommunist crusade, forcing the folksinger to pursue other projects out
of the media spotlight. One such project was the filming of a seventeenminute film Music from Oil Drums, shot Trinidad in January of 1956 by
Seeger and his wife, Toshi ,when they traveled to Port of Spain. The film
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features a group of Trinidadian teenagers led by Kim Loy Wong, who
comprised the Hi-landers Steel Orchestra.
Seeger created the film in conjunction with Folkways Records and Services Corporation as the initial installment of a larger project intended
to fill a perceived void in the company’s mission. Folkways felt a need
to complement their catalog of folk-music documentary records with
documentary films that captured contemporary performers and craftsmen in the process of creating their music and instruments. Made up of
three sections, Music from Oil Drums was released in 1959 and illustrates
the entire process of making a steel drum, a time-intensive process that
normally requires approximately one week from start to completion. In
the first segment, Seeger offers a brief introduction to the steel drums
and the culture of Trinidad. In the second segment, shot in Port of Spain,
Trinidad, Seeger presents in a few short minutes the step-by-step steeldrum construction process, time-lapsed with narration. The third and
final sequence shifts to a makeshift panyard located in Seeger’s home
in Beacon, New York. Although the initial marketing focus of the film
targeted ethnomusicologists, folklorists, and anthropologists, Seeger
and Folkways had perhaps unrealistically ambitious hopes that Music
from Oil Drums would transcend academia and reach the mass audience of the US cultural mainstream, thereby inspiring a US steel-band
movement of sorts.26
Seeger’s complex agenda in making this film likely extends from his
desire to reach and educate a large section of US youth. Seeger reveals

Figure 5. Hi-landers Panyard, Trinidad (1956).
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his genuine interest in music education and folkloric preservation and
dissemination and the official statement released by Folkways on a promotional brochure for the film read as follows:
Music from Oil Drums modestly attempts but one thing; to show in
detail how the instrument is made, by tempering and hammering,
and how it is played in Trinidad. The scenes were shot mostly in
the streets and backyards of Port of Spain. No actors were used, no
scenes formally posed, nor did we proceed from a written script.27
Music from Oil Drums was indeed shot on basic film equipment without
actors, using the actual panyards and city of Port of Spain as its settings.
Yet, it should be noted that the final three minutes of the film were shot
in a makeshift panyard Seeger constructed in Beacon, New York.28 Although they may not have proceeded from a written script, some type
of screenplay appears to have existed as parts of the prose can be found,
verbatim, in Seeger’s steel drum “how-to” manual written as a result of
this Trinidadian sojourn.
Interestingly, beyond the film’s appeal to followers of the Folkways
catalog, Seeger considered Music from Oil Drums the ideal ethnomusicological endeavor: an educational film able to capture a folk music and its
agents in their native environment, presentable to an American audience.
Seeger felt that, of all the different folk preservation and education projects he took part in during the 1950s and 1960s, the on-site films—Music
from Oil Drums included—remain his most important works, even more
so than the Rainbow Quest television series.29
Music from Oil Drums shares the cinematic look and feel of other documentary films from the 1950s shot on eight-millimeter cameras. The film
opens with Seeger narrating with steel-band music in the background
as he states: “The music you are listening to comes from a new kind of
musical instrument. Invented nearly a dozen years ago and made out of
the same barrels you may find rusting in any junkyard, it’s called a steel
drum.” Throughout the film Seeger aims to inspire the viewer, a call-toarms in which the theme appears to be assuring the audience that steel
drum is something they too can make and play. The first substantive
scene after the opening credits finds Seeger alone actively explaining
a ping pong (high-pitched lead steel drum) to the viewer with a short
demonstration of the pitch layout and performance of a tune. He appears accessible to the viewer and the backdrop for the outdoor scene,
probably in or near his home in Beacon, disguises the location.
	Following the brief melodic demonstration, Seeger suggests to the
viewer that in order to fully understand this instrument one must understand its people and their traditions. The scene immediately shifts
to Port of Spain, Trinidad, for some panoramic shots of the capital city
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from the neighboring hills. In the Laventille neighborhood scene that
follows, Seeger captures the excitement of the young steel band players
as they rehearse in a panyard and prepare for the upcoming Carnival
parade. While shooting the merriment of the panyard, however, the
film also captures the squalid tenements and bleak living conditions of
lower-class Trinidadians, presenting this reality to the viewer.
The steel band chronicled in this film is the Hi-landers of Laventille,
one of the pioneering steel bands of Trinidad. In 1956 the leader of the Hilanders steel band was Kim Loy Wong, who at age nineteen was already
considered an accomplished steel-band leader, performer, and builder.
According to the film script: “After the rehearsal I [Seeger] went over to
the leader of the band, I told him how interested I was in his music, and
asked him if he would be willing to make six steel drums which I could
take back to America. We went down to the Esso gasoline depot, got the
six barrels, and took them back to the yard.”30 Perhaps not evident in
Seeger’s narration is the arbitrary nature of his introduction to Wong.
Seeger was essentially wandering the streets of Port of Spain looking for
a steel band he could film and the Hi-landers were the first steel band to
agree to the filming.31
	At one point in the film we see Seeger, with a microphone, sitting among
a group of steel-band members discussing the process and craft of steeldrum construction. The subsequent scenes, approximately six minutes
of the film, contain Seeger, Wong, and other steel panists demonstrating
the various steps of cutting, firing, sinking, punching, and tuning steel
drums. The steel-drum building process takes place in the same panyard
as the previous meeting and rehearsal scene. A background of third-world
living conditions consisting of lean-to shacks, dirt floors, and shoeless
children running about unkempt streets surround the steel-drum action.
The juxtaposition becomes most apparent in a ten-second scene in which
Wong hammers a steel drum with a metal punch while the bare toes of a
young child standing on the face of the steel-drum drift perilously close to
the hammer blows. Throughout the film, Seeger juxtaposes visual scenes
of abject poverty with steel-drum construction in an attempt to elevate
and support the complexity of their craft.
During the conclusion of the steel-drum construction scenes shot in
Trinidad, Seeger gathers the members of the Hi-landers and after a brief
performance proclaims:
I want not just to thank you, because thanks is not enough for all the
things that Trinidad has given the United States and the world. But
I’d like to give you my pledge that wherever I go with these pans,
I’ll tell the story of Trinidad as true as I can tell it. As you know, I can
only be here about one day more, but, your pans will be playing, I
hope, all through the United States.
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Without missing a beat, Wong reached toward the microphone and
challenges the sincerity of Seeger’s words in a spontaneous move that
undoubtedly broke with the script. “Instead of taking up de pans, you
take me up instead of de pans. Put me in a box instead of de pans. I
would like to go up to de United States, you see?” His words likely encapsulate the sentiments of thousands of struggling Trinidadian youth,
and their directness left Seeger temporarily speechless. After gathering
himself, Seeger reasoned that he would in the future work toward this
conclusion, a promise he would later honor.
Having captured the process of steel-band construction, the film immediately shifts gears and cuts to a provisional panyard at Seeger’s home
in Beacon, New York. Seeger was convinced that the steel band would
be very popular in the United States, and at this moment in the film, he
offers proof of this hypothesis:
Well of course this isn’t the end but the beginning, and we brought the
drums back to New York [Beacon] and you can guess what happened:
all the children in the school where I teach [Dutchess Junction] want
to know how to make them, and this is the scene in our backyard.
The chaos and pandemonium of the makeshift panyard at Seeger’s
home comes alive from an overhead camera shot. Here we see both Pete
and Toshi Seeger among a hoard of eager children and several curious
community members. Seeger’s panyard captures the spirit of contemporary panyards in Trinidad, displaying the same general lack of safety
precautions and infrastructure common in the steel band’s homeland.
For instance, the first twenty seconds of the scene show Seeger heating
a steel pan over a fire, which is loosely contained by cinder blocks, and
as he lifts the flaming hot steel drum out of the embers with two tree
branches, the smoldering instrument slips to the ground, and begins to
roll, coming precariously close to a parked truck and several onlooking
children. The red-hot steel drum stops near a woodpile before causing any
real harm but the incident illustrates the dangers inherent in steel-band
construction unmitigated in Seeger’s newly remade panyard tradition.
	Encompassing approximately two-thirds of the film, the panyard
scenes in New York and Trinidad capture the entire steel-drum creation
process. The film’s New York panyard scenes attempt to empower the
youth movement by showing children in each phase of the film’s steeldrum construction hard at work in the creation process. For example,
directly following the steel-drum firing scene the film cuts to a young
girl attempting to sink (i.e., create the initial note face) of a steel drum.
The film presents the lone girl, hammering intently, without any narration in order to allow the ambient sounds of pounding steel drums to
overtake the soundscape—periodically inspecting her progress. We see
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no adults and the empowered young girl appears completely capable
of starting and finishing the process.
	From these collected shots the film cuts to the presentation of the finished steel drums for inspection. Seeger and the children of Dutchess
Junction created steel drums of all shapes and sizes, and Seeger states,
“It is now time for the first rehearsal.” Seeger counts off a calypso tune
and the children begin playing to the delight of the adult onlookers. As
the tune comes to a close, the camera pans to a ground shot in which
Seeger’s youngest daughter, Tinya, is crawling on top of the sunken
face of a tenor steel drum. As the toddler tumbles out of the steel drum,
the words “the end” appear on the steel drum’s playing surface and
the film ends.
Music from Oil Drums met with a mixed reception, and it never reached
widespread popularity or distribution. Not surprisingly, the film enjoyed
resoundingly positive support in both leftist and academic publications.
Many reviewers lauded the educational benefits of the film. Because of
Seeger’s ethnomusicological skills, the film was important in capturing
contemporary methods of ethnomusicological fieldwork from the 1950s.
Commercially, the film was by every means a failure, selling very few
copies and garnering few institutional rentals.32 Yet, as an educational
picture, the film could be considered a success as it did make its way
throughout portions of the academic circuit and was received positively
by those who actually viewed the limited release. One such reviewer,
Daniel Crowley, wrote about the film for the journal Ethnomusicology.
Crowley praised Seeger’s efforts in keeping a true documentary angle
while avoiding a misrepresentation of West Indian music and dance
forms.33 Praise also came from academics such as anthropologist David
McAllester of Wesleyan University, who applauded the instructional
value of the film. McAllester commended Music from Oil Drums for its
balanced approach in conveying the techniques of steel-band creation
with the corresponding cultural background.34
In addition to the positive reception of academics, the film met with
even more glowing praise from contemporary leftist publications. In particular, reviews of Music from Oil Drums appeared in two separate issues
of Sing Out!, the first written by Ed Badeaux in 1958. Sing Out! was the
magazine of the People’s Songs organization and besides being a regular
contributor, Seeger shared political affinities and close personal friendships with many of the magazine’s staff. The magazine offered folksingers, labor-movement organizers, and anyone interested in social and political change a forum to meet and to network, as well as to disseminate
folksong lyrics and sheet music to mass audiences in a format other than
scholarly folklore journals.35 The publications of People’s Songs were an
important outlet for the spread of protest music in the United States and
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the inclusion of calypso songs and reviews of steel band helped to expose
the United States, especially outside of New York, to these elements of
Caribbean culture. Badeaux’s work is the only Sing Out! review aimed
squarely at Music from Oil Drums. The connection between Seeger, steel
drums, and Sing Out! continued in 1961 when the instructional manual
The Steel Drums of Kim Loy Wong: An Instructional Book was reviewed in
Sing Out! by frequent contributor Gene Bluestein.
In addition to Music from Oil Drums, Seeger also attempted to create
a television show featuring steel drums. Still struggling through his
network television blacklist in 1965, the folksinger leapt at the opportunity to create a folk-music television program to be aired on public
television. Seeger, Moe Asch, and producer Sholom Rubinstein began
work on a new series of shows that resulted in thirty-eight episodes of
the series Rainbow Quest taped during 1965 and 1966 in the studios of
WNJU Newark, New Jersey. The station provided no financial support
and the program was fully funded by Seeger. A modest stipend of fifty
dollars was paid to each guest performer in exchange for his or her
services and Seeger often relied on his steadfast pool of friends in the
folk-music community to appear as guests.36
The list of guests for Rainbow Quest reads like a who’s who of US folk
music with Seeger sharing the stage with luminaries such as Judy Collins, Lead Belly, the Stanley Brothers, and long-time friends including
Johnny Cash and June Carter. The show also featured lesser-known folkmusic acts, including Kim Loy Wong and the Hi-landers Steel Orchestra.
Wong’s performance aired as Episode 37, and was paired with folk musician Herbert Levy. Episode 37 followed the same nonstructured format
as the preceding episodes, which consisted of Seeger seated at a table in a
pseudo living-room scene. Kim Loy Wong and the Hi-landers performed
several tunes, including calypso versions of “Mary Ann,” “Love, Love,
Love Alone,” “Yellow Bird,” and “When the Saints Go Marching In.”
Seeger also shows a significant part of the film Music from Oil Drums as
part of the episode, encouraging any interested parties to contact him
or seek out his steel-drum instructional manual.
Rainbow Quest represents the culmination of Seeger’s work with steel
band and film, demonstrating his efforts to promote steel drum in the
United States. Unlike the documentary style of filmmaking used in Music
from Oil Drums, the Rainbow Quest episode was more of a conversation
between Seeger and Wong, which included performances showcasing
the possibilities of steel band. Throughout the two-year duration of the
project, Rainbow Quest enjoyed critical success and the show garnered
positive critical reviews. The New York Times critic Jack Gould speculated that Rainbow Quest was “Channel 47’s first certain Emmy Award.”37
Yet, the national audience that Gould predicted and Seeger so coveted
never materialized. Despite growing to thirteen stations from the initial
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launch of seven, the audience fizzled, leaving a frustrated Seeger searching elsewhere for creative outlets. Believing strongly in the mission of
the program, Seeger depleted his own personal savings in order to keep
the show running; however, his coffers were low and the show folded.38
Viewership figures for Wong and the performers of Episode 37—though
unavailable—were likely low.

Seeger and Steel-Band Recordings
Aside from his ethnographic film and television projects, Seeger’s legacy
as a US steel-band pioneer rests further on his notable contributions to
steel-band audio recordings. Seeger facilitated the recording and production of three steel-band records for Folkways: Kim Loy Wong and His
Wiltwyck Steel Band (1959), The Steel Drums of Kim Loy Wong with the University Settlement Steel Band: An Instructional Record Supervised by Peter
Seeger (1961), and The Bomboushay Steel Band (1962). The trio of recordings offered contemporary listeners a wide spectrum of steel-band audio
selections, including arrangements of popular tunes, concert-hall works,
and, of course, a multitude of popular calypsos.
The first steel-drum album recorded by Seeger and Folkways, Kim Loy
Wong and His Wiltwyck Steel Band, was one of the earliest examples of steelband recordings made in America. After Seeger orchestrated his emigration to New York in June of 1959, Kim Loy Wong established a steel-drum
band at University Settlement, New York, and at the Wiltwyck School near
Seeger’s home in Beacon, New York. The Wiltwyck steel band consists of
local boys, twelve years of age, all of whom attended the Wiltwyck school.
Wong introduced the steel drums and began teaching the boys in June of
1959. By October of that same year the new steel band performed in the
school’s gymnasium, a concert which Seeger and Peter Bartok recorded
and produced into the album. Interestingly, the album’s liner notes include
an excerpt of an article published by Seeger in the Journal of American Folklore in 1958 which draws heavily from the language of an edited version
of the 1956 “how-to” steel-drum manual.
The second album, The Steel Drums of Kim Loy Wong with the University
Settlement Steel Band: An Instructional Record Supervised by Peter Seeger
(1961), represents Seeger’s most ambitious steel-band recording project. The recording was initially conceived as an audio supplement to
the 1964 version of the “how-to” steel-band manual published by Oak
Press.39 The Steel Drums of Kim Loy Wong features full ensemble recordings of steel-band tunes; the album tracks also include extrapolations
of individual parts taken from steel-band arrangements featured in the
instructional manual.
The liner notes of The Steel Drums of Kim Loy Wong were excerpted
directly from the steel-drum manual’s prose. This was also the case in
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Seeger’s third steel-band album, The Bomboushay Steel Band, released by
Folkways in 1962 and featuring a group of Michigan State University
students. The liner notes for this album are credited to ensemble director Gene Bluestein but are undoubtedly edited and cowritten by Seeger
himself, as evidenced by their stylistic prose and familiar explanation
of steel drums.40

Pete Seeger and the United States Navy Steel Band
Broad as his interests in the steel-drum ensemble were, perhaps Seeger’s
most important—and unlikely—contribution to the development of steelband America was as consultant to Admiral Daniel Gallery, founder of
the USNSB.41 From 1957 to 1961, Gallery and Seeger exchanged a series
of letters that described in great detail methods for steel-drum construction, opinions on proper repertoire for the USNSB, and the contemporary state of folk and popular music in the United States. In these letters,
Seeger and his political ideology are locked in a fascinating tension with
Gallery and his governmental affiliation, forming a delicate partnership.
Gallery and Seeger both recognized the inherent potential of steel drums,
the national folk instrument of Trinidad and Tobago, as a musical cultural
ambassador for the United States. Their correspondence illustrates how
both men pursued their goals.
	At the onset of his steel-drum career in 1955, an alliance or partnership with the US military seemed a rather unlikely scenario for Seeger.
However, he was determined to bring the steel drum to everyone, including “Rich and poor, black and white, Catholic, Protestant, Jew, and
atheist,” and the military also fell under this inclusive umbrella.42 Yet, his
steel-band project had the complicated circumstance of Seeger’s persecution by HUAC paired with a partnership with a government agency.
Once during his blacklist and HUAC trials, he was asked if he was ever
scared of going to jail for his organizing and political activities; Seeger
responded, “I may have been very foolish, but I truly believed in the
hearts of man and my cause.”43 It appears that Seeger approached Gallery and steel drums in a similar fashion. He genuinely loved the folk
music of Trinidad and understood that steel drums offered Americans,
regardless of socioeconomic class, a positive outlet for creativity and
self-expression. Seeger’s unlikely partnership with the US military at this
time offers some insight into his efforts to achieve his goal of educating
the masses on the value of active music making and culture.
	Admiral Gallery, Commandant of the Tenth Naval District, was known
as a highly decorated naval officer, yet he is perhaps best known as the
founder of the first important American steel band. Gallery often lamented this legacy:
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I never heard of the steel drum until I was in Trinidad at Carnival
time in 1956, when I heard hundreds of them in the fabulous Carnival
parade. The music just got inside me and shook me up. I bought a
whole set of steel drums. . . . During my forty-three years of active
duty in the Navy, I had a hand in a lot of things for which one might
think I would be remembered, such as inventing new ordnance devices, flying jet airplanes, and capturing a German submarine. . . .
But if you ask any Captain or Admiral on active duty now, “do you
know Dan Gallery?” the chances are he will say, “Sure. He’s the guy
who started that steel band in San Juan.”44
Gallery stationed his steel band at the US naval base in San Juan, Puerto
Rico, starting in 1957. The USNSB, also known as the Pandamoniacs, was
well received throughout the Caribbean in their initial performances, instilling enough confidence for Gallery to embark on a tour of the United
States. The USNSB’s early success was propelled by enthusiasts of the
calypso craze championed by Harry Belafonte and the exotica craze promoted by Martin Denny. The first musicians of the USNSB were actually
traditional navy musicians (players of trombones, flute, and so on) who
were ordered to learn how to play the steel drums.45 Gallery worked

Figure 6. USNSB, San Juan, Puerto Rico (1958).
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closely with Seeger and Trinidadian steel-panist Ellie Mannette from 1957
to the early 1960s for instruction, steel-band tuning, and maintenance.46
The USNSB would later move to the Algiers Naval Base in New Orleans,
Louisiana, in 1972, and the group—disbanded in 1999—cut seven records,
performed more than 20,000 concerts worldwide, and inspired countless
American steel bands over its forty-two-year history.
Gallery and Seeger’s partnership began in the spring of 1957 and over
the course of four years the two men would correspond frequently via
letter, exchanging ideas for making and playing steel drums. The letters begin as a tutorial for Gallery to learn the basics of the steel-drum
construction from Seeger; they quickly progress to the sharing of ideas
and strategies for promoting the steel band on a global scale. The historical timing of Seeger and Gallery’s clandestine partnership could not
have been more peculiar. If Seeger’s political views are well known, Gallery’s—diametrically opposed to Seeger’s—need some introduction. A
senior flag-rank officer in the US Navy, Gallery was friends with President Dwight D. Eisenhower, a supporter of Senator Joseph McCarthy’s
anticommunist crusade, and played an active role in the 1949 “Revolt
of the Admirals.”47
Yet Gallery set his politics aside and became inspired to start a steel
band following his visit to Trinidad in 1956. He needed help, though,
and in an effort to broaden his call for aid, Gallery wrote an article for the
Chicago Tribune in the spring of 1957 telling the story of steel drums and
announcing the organization of a Navy-sponsored steel band. Seeger,
who was on tour in Xenia, Ohio, initiated contact and responded to the
article, sending Gallery the following letter:
Dear Admiral Gallery:
I have read with interest the article in the Chicago Tribune telling
of your organizing a steel band. How I wish I could have been in
Chicago August 24th to hear it! I am writing because I thought you
might be interested in seeing a copy of the enclosed. During the last
year I’ve given away several hundred copies to people who have
heard me demonstrate the Ping Pong [lead steel drum]. In several
colleges steel bands have now started. . . . I quite agree with you that
this music will “sweep across the United States like a brush fire.”
Yours Very Sincerely,
Peter Seeger48
From this initial contact in 1957, the earliest letters between Seeger and
Gallery best display their shared enthusiasm for the steel pan and steelband music. Moreover, the opposing politics of each man appears not
to have complicated the seemingly mundane exchanges and Seeger was
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satisfied enough with Gallery’s genuine interest in steel pan to continue
fostering the collaboration. Gallery, equally impressed with Seeger’s
enthusiasm, pragmatism, and candor, replied in a letter dated July 13:
Dear Pete:
You owe me no apologies for the mashed thumb. I think it’s on the
first page of your screed that you say “you’ll wind up with a mashed
thumb” if you try to make a steel drum. It turned out so precisely
like you said it would, that I have complete confidence in all the
rest of your directions from here on.49
Gallery addresses Seeger by his first name and also closed with “Regards,” rather than his usual “Sincerely.” From this point, the political
differences of each man appears to have become insignificant, and the
conversations took on the relaxed quality of two friends chatting about
music. Although Gallery and Seeger had different motives—Gallery was
interested in a new recruiting tool for the US Navy, whereas Seeger hoped
to aid in the proliferation of a folk instrument accessible to and playable
by all—each recognized the contributions of the other toward the development of steel pan in America and both believed that steel band could
fill a niche unoccupied in American life.50
Gallery’s and Seeger’s initial expectations for steel bands in the United
States were lofty. Gallery’s military rank gave him considerable clout and
left him better able to implement their plans. For example, in the summer of 1957 the admiral hosted a party at his base in Puerto Rico and
secured Harry Belafonte for the event. Gallery was further convinced
that steel-drum bands could attain the widespread popularity of the
contemporary calypso craze. Gallery’s infectious enthusiasm pervades
his June 20 letter to Seeger, which closes with the following:
I am very much interested in this steel band idea. I really believe
this band of mine might start something big. We may be on [Arthur]
Godfrey’s show next month. I would appreciate very much anything
you can tell me about the present state of arts both making and playing steel drums in the United States.51
An appearance of the USNSB on Arthur Godfrey’s television variety
show was a major opportunity for steel drums in the United States. The
press and visibility for such an appearance would be significant, and
Seeger eagerly acknowledged this, immediately responding to Gallery:
If your steel band can get on Arthur Godfrey’s show that is exactly
what is needed to give the whole thing a great kick off. There will
be thousands of people in America begging to know where they can
buy them and begging to know how to make them. I agree with you
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100% that the instrument is liable to spread around the world. It is
unbeatable on parade.52
The appearance on Arthur Godfrey’s Talent Scouts never came to fruition,
but Gallery arranged for the USNSB to make many other arguably more
prestigious appearances, including the Ed Sullivan Show in 1958 and 1959
and CBS’s Adventure Tomorrow series in 1960. The band also made a short
feature film, Admiral Dan’s Pandamonics, and had a brief background appearance in the 1961 film The Saint of Devil’s Island, which starred Eartha
Kitt. Through these and many other national appearances, the USNSB
did enjoy an intense, though brief, moment of popularity in mainstream
American popular culture of the late 1950s and early 1960s.
The repertoire of the early steel bands was also an issue important to
Seeger and Gallery. Since the USNSB was to function as, among other
things, a military ensemble, calypso-inspired arrangements of “Stars and
Stripes” and other military band standards would be needed in order to
supplement the calypso favorites of the late 1950s. Steel bands in Trinidad
had a tradition of adapting and performing the popular tunes of the day,
and in the late 1950s this meant rock ’n’ roll music. This was a predicament for Gallery who admittedly hated rock ’n’ roll music, suggesting
in a 1957 letter to a fellow admiral that steel-drum bands “might knock
Rock n’ Roll and Elvis Presley into the ash can (where they belong).”53
Regardless, Gallery’s desire to expand the popularity of steel band in
the United States certainly struck a chord with Seeger, who had considered the subject in depth, and this meant playing the most relatable
repertoire for their target audience. Although Gallery did not specifically
address the subject of repertoire in later letters, the admiral concurred
with Seeger’s conclusion that any folk melody, popular or not, could be
adapted for steel drums.
Once you are familiar with how steel bands are used in the West
Indies, you should start considering how you want to adapt them
to other music familiar to your own friends and neighbors in your
home town. It seems to me there is no reason why many popular
or folk melodies of the U.S.A. could not be played by a good steel
band.54
Furthermore, the USNSB archives include a variety of arrangements including “Yankee Doodle,” “Old Joe Clark,” “Marianne,” and “Guantanamara” that were created using Seeger’s instructional steel-band manual.55
Seeger was keenly aware of the political nature of steel-band repertoire
in Trinidad and its function as a vehicle for protest among the oppressed
classes, and he never missed an opportunity to draw attention to such
issues—even in correspondence with a Navy admiral.
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Conclusions
In July 1960 the admiral was in declining health and the US Navy issued
new orders that effectively forced him to accept a medical retirement.
Gallery vacated his post as Commandant of the Tenth Naval District,
turning over control of his beloved steel band to chief musician Franz
Grissom. For Seeger, the passing years led to a similar decline in his
work with steel bands: following the revision and formal publication of
his steel-drum manual in 1964, he too moved on to other projects. Regardless, beginning with his introduction to calypso in the early 1940s,
progressing to his film and how-to manual for steel-pan construction,
and concluding with his efforts to start steel bands in America, we see
that Seeger gradually added to his study of Trinidadian music over the
course of two decades. Seeger’s work with Gallery and the USNSB can
be seen as the culmination of his career work with steel pan and calypso
music. Yet, considering the political climate of the 1950s, the remarkable
unlikelihood of Seeger’s relationship with Gallery should not negate
Seeger’s accomplishments as an authority on the performance and construction of steel pan, and Gallery needed Seeger’s steel-pan expertise.
	On the other hand, Seeger was enthused by Gallery’s shared admiration for the folk music of Trinidad and was pleased to have such a politically powerful partner to aid in his grand project to start steel bands
in every town throughout America. The collaboration with Gallery also
afforded Seeger the opportunity to employ his full gamut of skills as a
steel panist, arranger, and builder at a time in his career when the blacklist
made life as a folksinger a complicated matter. In many ways Seeger’s
work with steel pan further reflects the skill and integrity with which he
approached social and musical projects as a folklorist, political activist,
and musician throughout the course of his life.
The steel pan never reached the masses in quite the lofty way Seeger
(or Gallery) envisioned and failed to captivate the 1950s American cultural mainstream. This should not, however, discount the fact that Seeger
did succeed in cultivating several isolated steel-drum scenes in the
United States and laid the foundation for future generations of steel
panists. The fruit of Seeger’s steel-pan labors are witnessed on a daily
basis with literally hundreds of college, primary school, and community-based steel-drum ensembles now spread throughout America.
Moreover, Seeger is a fine example of how an outsider, in this case
a non-Trinidadian, could embrace the music and culture of Trinidad
and attempt to remake the steel-band tradition in the United States.
Seeger’s little-known work with steel band only builds on his legacy
as an American folklorist and complements his huge contributions to
American folksong.
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Notes
1. For information on the American occupation of Trinidad during World War II, see
Harvey Neptune, Caliban and the Yankees: Trinidad and the United States Occupation (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007).
2. Personal interview with Dr. Kim Johnson, Senior Research Fellow, University of
Trinidad and Tobago, Feb. 22, 2011, Port of Spain, Trinidad. See also Stephen Stuempfle,
The Steelband Movement: The Forging of a National Art in Trinidad and Tobago (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995), 76–140, and George Goddard, Forty Years in the
Steelbands 1939–1979, ed. Roy D. Thomas (London: Karia Press, 1991).
3. Stuempfle, The Steelband Movement, 116–20, and Shannon Dudley, Music from behind
the Bridge: Steelband Spirit and Politics in Trinidad and Tobago (New York: Oxford University
Press 2008), 140–42.
4. David Dunaway, How Can I Keep from Singing? The Ballad of Pete Seeger (New York:
Villard Books, 2008), 45–48, 145–46; Allan M. Winkler, For Everything There Is a Season: Pete
Seeger and the Power of Song (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 17, 187–88; Richard
Schwartz, Cold War Culture: Media and the Arts, 1945–1990 (New York: Facts on File, 1998);
and Peter Seeger, interview by David Dunaway, March 10, 1977, David Dunaway, Collection of Interviews with Pete Seeger and Contemporaries (hereafter Seeger interviews),
American Folklife Center, Library of Congress, Washington, DC. For more information
concerning Seeger’s involvement with the Communist Party, see Dunaway, How Can I
Keep from Singing? and Winkler, For Everything There Is a Season.
5. Kim Johnson, Pan Lime 3, no. 4 (April 1996).
6. Pete Seeger, “The Steel Drum: A New Folk Instrument,” Journal of American Folklore
71, no. 279 (January–March 1958): 52–57.
7. For more on “bomb” tunes, see Shannon Dudley, “‘Dropping the Bomb’: Steel Band
Performance and Meaning in 1960s Trinidad,” Ethnomusicology 46, no. 1 (Winter 2002):
135–64.
8. For more information regarding the history of postwar musical developments, see
Widening the Horizon: Exoticism in Post-War Popular Music, ed. Philip Hayward (Sydney,
Australia: John Libbey and Company, 1999).
9. Dunaway, Seeger interviews, March 10, 1977. Here Seeger discusses singing calypso
songs while in the US military in 1942. Seeger indicates that by this time he had already
been singing calypso songs for a few years. See also Pete Seeger: The Power of Song, DVD,
directed by Ray Brown (Los Angeles: Miriam Collections, 2007).
10. Pete Seeger, The Incomplete Folk Singer (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1972), 24–26,
and Dunaway, Seeger interviews, Dec. 17, 1977.
11. Ibid., 165.
12. The term “Manhattan” calypso was coined by Geoffrey Holder in 1956.
13. “I’d say there is very, very little difference between commercialized folk music and
pop music. The name of folk music has been attached to a particular type of traditional
music which was popularized. Calypso was attached to another type of traditional music
which was popularized. Blues was attached to another type. Soul was attached to another
type of traditional music that was popularized; and that’s really about the only difference.
It was a label attached to a particular type of traditional music that was popularized.”
Dunaway, Seeger interviews, Dec. 17, 1977.
14. Ibid.; and Pete Seeger: The Power of Song.
15. Dunaway, Seeger interviews, March 10, 1977.
16. Phone interview with calypso scholar Ray Funk, July 25, 2010.
17. Larry Starr and Christopher Waterman, American Popular Music: From Minstrelsy to
MTV (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 1–17.
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18. Dunaway, How Can I Keep from Singing?, 171. See also Winkler, For Everything There
Is a Season, 56–70, 151.
19. In this case, Seeger’s “colleagues” refers to Woody Guthrie who, according to Seeger,
despised Manhattan-style calypso tunes and many pop/jazz tunes of the 1950s. Seeger
often cites the example of Guthrie objecting to the jazz song “No More Business as Usual,”
suggesting that “Woody didn’t think much of that song (No more business as usual). It
was a little too Jazzy, maybe, for his taste. I don’t remember his really objecting to it like
he objected to the calypso-type songs.” Dunaway, Seeger interviews, March 10, 1977.
20. This date was achieved by working back from a letter sent to Admiral Daniel Gallery
dated July 28, 1956, in which Seeger states that “At long last I get this off to you [Gallery]—
directions for making Trinidad steel drums. As you know, for the last six months I have
been taking a steel pan with me wherever I put on a concert, and have demonstrated—as
well as I could—what it sounds like.” This document is held in the Papers of Admiral
Daniel V. Gallery, Special Collections Division, Nimitz Library, US Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD (hereafter Gallery Papers). Seeger also notes that he was presented with a
steel pan by Dr. Andrew Pearse in 1955 after attending the Holder recital; in Pete Seeger,
Music from Oil Drums, promotional brochure (New York: Folkways Records and Services
Corporation, 1956).
21. Seeger, The Incomplete Folksinger, 165.
22. Seeger, Music from Oil Drums, 1956.
23. Dunaway, Seeger interviews, March 10, 1977.
24. Ibid., June 27, 1983.
25. In one particular exchange during their interviews, Seeger lamented being a jackof-all trades and master of none, and cited his brother Mike as a far more accomplished
banjo player. In further response to an interview question prodding him for a reputation of
attempting to learn too many instruments, Seeger responded, “I purposely stopped playing
the steel drum, although I love it. But to be a steel drummer you’ve got to concentrate on
it.” Dunaway, Seeger interviews, Dec. 15, 1977.
26. Ibid.
27. Ibid.
28. Music from Oil Drums, 16mm film, directed by Peter Seeger (New York: Folkways
Records and Services Corporation, 1956).
29. Dunaway, Seeger interviews, Dec. 15, 1977. Other films range from Ghanaian drummers to instructional videos for learning the banjo and other instruments.
30. Ibid.
31. Personal conversation between the author and Kim Loy Wong, June 2010.
32. It should further be noted that an edited six-minute clip of Music from Oil Drums
was rereleased by Jim Brown in his DVD Pete Seeger: The Power of Song (2007). However,
the original version of Music from Oil Drums is seventeen minutes in length and, to the
extent of the author’s knowledge, aside from the Folkways Collection at the Smithsonian
Institute, Washington, DC, as of December 2010 there are only four other copies of that
original version . One of these sources includes the Historic Film Archives, which can be
found online at http://www.historicfilms.com/.
33. Daniel Crowley, “Music from Oil Drums,” Ethnomusicology 3, no. 1 (January 1959):
33–34.
34. Seeger, Music from Oil Drums, brochure.
35. Roger Deitz, “‘If I Had a Song . . .’: A Thumbnail History of Sing Out! 1950–2000 . . .
Sharing Songs for 50 Years!” Sing Out!, http://www.singout.org/sohistry.html (accessed
July 4, 2009).
36. Dunaway, How Can I Keep from Singing?, 311–12, and Peter Seeger: The Power of Song.
37. Dunaway, How Can I Keep from Singing?, 312.
38. Seeger states in Pete Seeger: The Power of Song that “We [Pete and Toshi Seeger] helped
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to fund it [Rainbow Quest] and when we ran out of cash it was discontinued.” Pete Seeger:
The Power of Song, DVD, 2007.
39. Oak Press was the publishing arm of People’s Songs, the leftist organization for
which Seeger sporadically worked during the 1940s and to which the folklorist contributed
several articles and monographs.
40. Recycling liner-note material was a common practice in early Trinidadian and American steel-band records as well as calypso records. American record companies would often
release three or more albums of different artists on separate subsidiary labels all sharing
the same liner notes. In this regard, the fact that all three of Seeger’s steel-band albums
shared liner-note material was not extraordinary considering the industry practice.
41. Portions of the following case study are adapted from Andrew Martin, “Words of
Steel: Pete Seeger and the US Navy Steel Band,” Voices: The Journal of New York Folklore 34,
no. 1 (Spring–Summer 2008): 20–27.
42. Pete Seeger, The Steel Drums of Kim Loy Wong; An Instructional Manual to Accompany
the Folkways Records FI-8367 and FS-3834 and the Movie, “Music from Oil Drums” (New York:
Oak Press, 1964), 7.
43. Pete Seeger: Power of Song.
44. Daniel Gallery, Eight Bells and All’s Well (New York: Norton, 1965), 273–75.
45. Ibid. Seeger sent Gallery an unsolicited rough copy of his steel drum manual in 1956
as he heard from friends that the admiral had been taken by Carnival in Trinidad and was
inviting calypsonians such as Harry Belafonte to perform at his base in San Juan. However,
Gallery never responded to the initial letter and the two did not actually correspond until
Seeger sent Gallery another letter in 1957 after reading a Chicago Tribune story detailing
the US Navy Steel Band’s upcoming performance in Chicago.
46. Although this article highlights his work in the late 1950s and 1960s, Mannette
worked closely with the US Navy Steel Band continuously from 1957 until the band’s
decommissioning and disbandment in 1999, a relationship that spanned some forty-two
years.
47. These sentiments are most evident in a letter from Gallery to Rudy Onsrud (1957), in
which Gallery discuss the “evil of Sputnik,” and a letter to Admiral Smith (1957), in which
Gallery blames the ills of the Cuban revolution on socialists, communists, and their supporters and sympathizers. On the “Revolt of the Admirals” see “Armed Forces: Revolt of
the Admirals,” Time, Oct. 17, 1949. In a series of letters to the Saturday Evening Post, Gallery
accused Secretary of Defense Louis Johnson of conspiring with the communist Russians
in order to destroy American democracy following Johnson’s attempts to merge the Navy
and the Marines.
48. Pete Seeger, letter to Admiral Daniel V. Gallery, 1957, Gallery Papers.
49. Gallery, letter to Seeger, July 13, 1957, Gallery Papers.
50. Seeger, letter to Gallery, July 28, 1956, and Gallery, letter to Seeger, June 20, 1957;
both documents are held in the Gallery Papers.
51. Gallery, letter to Seeger, June 20, 1957.
52. Seeger, letter to Gallery.
53. Gallery, letter to NBC A&R Executive James Street of New York, May 13, 1957, Gallery Papers.
54. Ibid.
55. USNSB Archives, Armed Forces School of Music, Naval Amphibious Base Little
Creek, Norfolk, VA.
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